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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Fiscal Year 2016 

Handshake Program Application  
 

 
Please review instructions before completing application! 
Corps Lake/River Project Name: Loyalhanna Lake 
District / Division: Pittsburgh District 
Handshake Proposal Title: Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail Signage 
Corps POC Name:April Richards 
Telephone:(724) 639 - 9013 ext. 3 
E-Mail:  april.l.richards@usace.army.mil 
 
A. Checklist: 
 
1. Will the Handshake funds be spent on Corps facilities and resources that are being        Yes   No 

fully maintained by the Corps?   
 
2. Will the Challenge Partnership agreement be with a non-federal public or private          Yes   No 

entity(ies)?   
 
3. Is the proposed activity within current authorities and contained in the annual                Yes   No 

 or 5-year work plan in the approved lake project OMP?  
 

4. Have all of the NEPA requirements been considered for this project?    Yes   No 
 
 

5. Did you participate in a Handshake Webinar in 2015 or review a 2015 Handshake  Yes   No 
Webinar on the Gateway?  

 
 
 
B. Handshake Funding Request (maximum $30,000): $5008 
 
 
C. Cooperating Association Agreement Bonus: Challenge Partnerships that include a Cooperating Association 

with which your project/district has entered into a Cooperating Association Agreement are eligible to compete 
for an additional $5000.  Do NOT include a copy of that agreement with this application.  A copy may be 
requested if not already provided to the Partnership Team. (Reference Chapter 9 of ER and EP 1130-2-500 for 
information on cooperating associations).   

  This application qualifies for the Cooperating Association Bonus funding. 
 
D. Incentive Points Category: Check the appropriate box if your application qualifies to receive bonus points 

on the evaluation score.   The first category is for the partner contribution meeting or exceeding 70% of total 
project costs.  A summary of the partners’ contribution to the Handshake Project should be included in the 
financial worksheet below.  The second category is for Lake or River Projects that have never been chosen as 
Handshake recipients. 

 
  Partner contribution total is 70% or greater (100 points). 

 
  This Lake/River Project has never received Handshake funding (100 points). 
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E. Describe your partnership and the proposed project:   
Your project will be evaluated on the following categories: Sustainability, Partnership Value, Recreation Benefit, 
Environmental Stewardship Benefit, Communication and Education Value, and Innovativeness.  Please address 
each in your description.   
 

Summary Statement of Handshake Project: 
The Pittsburgh District, Loyalhanna Lake Staff is proposing to enter into a Handshake Partnership with the 
Loyalhanna Watershed Association (LWA) as the prime partner, but will also include efforts from partners 
including: The Boy Scouts of America (BSA), Keystone State Park, and the Derry Area Revitalization 
Committee. The purpose of the partnership is to complete a project that directly benefits the Corps, the LWA, and 
the local community. The proposed project is to increase public safety along the established Loyalhanna Creek 
Water Trail thru the purchase and installation of mile markers and launch identification signs. The Loyalhanna 
Creek Water Trail is 36 miles long, 26 of which fall on Loyalhanna Lake property. The completion of this project 
will reduce instances of lost or misdirected boaters; reduce the costly search and rescue efforts frequently required 
on the Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail; and provide visitors a comfortable and reliable overall recreational 
experience. 
 

Longevity / Sustainability description: 
In 2014, the LWA along with many other public and private partners developed and published an official 
Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail Map and Guide. This guide was created to assure that boaters are provided all of 
the basic information they need to not only enjoy the Water Trail, but to feel confident in their ability to navigate 
the Water Trail system safely. Basic information in this guide includes: where to park, where to launch, where to 
take out, and other graphic delineation of recreational opportunities located along the Water Trail system. In all, 
this guide is user friendly and sufficient to accommodate any recreational skill level. Moreover it is made to help 
visitors avoid potentially hazardous situations along the Water Trail system.  The map has identified mile markers 
and access points which are meant to correspond to physical mile marker and access point signs along the Water 
Trail. However, due to the LWA’s lack of funding to purchase the signs for the Water Trail, the signs for the mile 
markers and access points are not currently installed. This is a safety concern. Year after year, water rescue units 
or Loyalhanna Lake staff has to rescue boaters or paddlers that become lost on the water. Therefore, the staff at 
Loyalhanna Lake would like to partner with the LWA and several other community groups (including BSA) to 
procure the necessary signage, and help finalize this exceptional project. Not only will this effort foster a long 
lasting partnership, it will benefit the Corps in highlighting its commitment to safety.   

 
As Discussed, the Loyalhanna Water Trail is an existing water trail system, which if managed properly will last 
for decades to come. Proper management includes planning and developing with foresight. The purchase and 
installation of aluminum signs, affixed with appropriate hardware along the Water Trail will ensure low 
maintenance costs in the future and less confusion for visitors relying on proper signage and demarcation. Our 
proposal includes the purchase of two sets of 4 launch identification signs and two sets of 13 mile marker signs, 
all compliant with Corps sign standards. The idea behind purchasing two sets of each sign is to ensure that if a 
sign needs replaced, it can be restored quickly without the trail losing integrity, and it will maintain consistency 
and predictability for visitors who will rely on consistent signage.  
 
As a local community involvement project, The Boy Scouts of America, Troop 47 agreed to help LWA install the 
proposed signs. While some of the signs can be installed via land, others must be installed by boat or canoe, 
which will be a great opportunity to discuss the Corps Water Safety commitment with Troop 47; thereby utilizing 
this effort as a dual purpose educational event nurturing water safety values. As for the sign installation process, 
the majority of the signs will be installed on 4X4 posts along the creek, but some will have to be hung by chain 
from tree branches to avoid damage during high water events.  
 
All of our partners utilize the trail for sojourns and educational activities. They understand that long term 
maintenance of the trail system will be no small effort. Members of Keystone State Park, LWA, and the Derry 
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Area Revitalization Committee have all agreed to assist with the long term maintenance of the trail. Once the 
signs are installed, they will need to be inspected throughout the year. As discussed, when a sign needs replaced 
they can simply use the second set to replace it. Between the proper materials and assistance with future 
inspection, our partners and the Corps of Engineers will have a long lasting, well marked trail that requires little 
maintenance and stands as a commitment to safety and community.   
 

Partnership Value: 
The LWA is a non-profit 501-C-3 organization whose mission is to protect, conserve, and restore the natural 
resources of the Loyalhanna Creek Watershed, a 300 square mile watershed in Westmoreland County, 
Pennsylvania. The LWA was founded in 1971 to address the various pollution impacts throughout the watershed 
and to preserve natural areas. The Loyalhanna Watershed is impacted by a series of challenges including Acid 
Mine Drainage (AMD) from abandoned historic mining, and sedimentation as a result of erosion and nutrient 
loading. Since their inception, the LWA has worked towards remediating the effects of AMD throughout the 
watershed. As a result the water quality of Loyalhanna Lake has improved. 

Their most recent project consisted of developing and publishing an official Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail Map 
and Guide, at the expense of over $30,000.  The efforts of the LWA brought together a collaboration of several 
partners, including the City of Latrobe, Keystone State Park, Loyalhanna Watershed Association, Pennsylvania 
Environmental Council, and Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission (PFBC), to promote the Loyalhanna Creek 
and Lake as a destination for recreationalists across Pennsylvania.  By publishing an official guide map, water 
trail users are now able to identify boat access points, and wildlife, fishing, scenic and historical features that are 
identified for trail users to view while on the water. In addition to the map and guide, the partners also have 
assisted with improvements of two launch access points, worth $20,000. 

Future projects of the LWA include cleaning the abandoned mine drainage in the Crabtree Creek and working 
with volunteer groups to “Adopt-A-Launch”. The “Adopt-A-Launch” program is an initiative to have community 
groups maintain and monitor a launch access site throughout the year. This initiative helps save operation and 
maintenance cost to the Corps, while additionally promoting active community involvement.    

Recreational Benefit: 
The Loyalhanna Water Trail is a unique water based trail that has begun to attract visitors and area residents to 
water activities that were once overlooked opportunities. Paddlers of all skill levels are attracted to this area of the 
Loyalhanna Creek Watershed because of what the Loyalhanna has to offer – three distinct types of boating; Class 
I and II through the Loyalhanna Gorge in the spring season, flat-water in moving stream sections, and lake 
paddling that can be enjoyed even in low-flow conditions. Although paddlers and boaters are the primary users, 
fishermen, hunters, birders and photographers have the opportunity to explore the Loyalhanna watershed as well. 
Visitors that use the trail and the guide map have the opportunity to view wildlife, scenic, and historical features 
while on the water. Further, the Loyalhanna Water Trail directly supports a fitness-oriented kind of recreation. 

The only missing component of this Water Trail is improved mileage identification, which would provide critical 
safety information for recreationalists and first responders on the water. Between novice boaters and fluctuating 
pool levels, Loyalhanna Lake has a history of lost paddlers and boaters. The local water rescue teams and 
volunteer fire departments have rescued many confused boaters throughout the years. Visitors call 911 and are 
unable to tell the operator where they are located. They must use landmarks that are few and far apart. The 
installation of the mile markers would complete the Water Trail by making the trail a better experience for the 
recreationalist and increasing visitor safety. 

Environmental Stewardship Benefit: 
Water trails emphasize low impact use and promote stewardship of the natural resources. The Loyalhanna Water 
Trail Guide promotes stewardship of the land and water. It not only contains educational information about the 
natural environment and history in and along the Loyalhanna Creek, but it also has a stewardship section which 
includes information related to: water quality, wildlife and fisheries, outdoor ethics, and invasive species 
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management. Our involvement with this effort will further go to highlight the Corps ongoing commitment natural 
resource conservation.    
 

Communication & Education Value: 
As discussed, water rescue is an ongoing effort by Loyalhanna Lake staff; during high recreation seasons boaters 
and/or paddlers frequently lose their way on the water which requires the expenditure of resources via search and 
rescue efforts. Not only will this project help complete the established Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail by creating 
clearer direction on the trail, but it will reduce the instances of lost boaters. Clear communication is a key 
component to visitor safety; the map created for this trail system is largely ineffective if direction in the field 
cannot be clearly communicated. The installation of the mile markers, will allow paddlers and boaters to know 
their location out on the water. This project and partnership will finalize the established trail guide set out to 
provide educational information about the Loyalhanna Creek.  
 
All of the partnering organizations, including the PFBC, are promoting the Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail Map 
and Guide on their websites, as well as distributing the guides to organizations, businesses and boating venues. 
The official Water Trail Maps and Guides adhere to a standard format that assures boaters have all of the basic 
information they need to enjoy the water – where to park, where to launch, where to take out, and how to enjoy 
themselves within their skill level and avoid potentially hazardous situations. The Corps actively promotes the use 
of it. Therefore it should also meet the high standards and professionalism that the Corps promotes. The 
Loyalhanna Lake staff sees this as an opportunity to further enhance and utilize this effective means of 
communication and education, and aid in the Corps commitment to water safety. 
  

Innovativeness:  
There are very few water trail systems established on Corps property. This is what makes our proposal unique. 
The Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail is a water based trail that spans 36 miles long in Westmoreland County 
Pennsylvania. Water trails are recreational waterways on a lake or river between specific points, containing access 
points along the way for the public to utilize, and truly experience the natural environment first hand. They 
promote recreation, fitness, and environmental stewardship. Our proposed project to purchase and install mile 
marker and identification signs is a key component in aiding our partners and finalizing the project. 
 
Also, the overall creation of the water trail is significant to our region. It has brought township, state, and federal 
agencies together along with non-profit organizations and private businesses. Finding opportunities to bring all of 
these groups and agencies to the table is not common. However, this project has given these partners a common 
goal and interest. The Corps is in a valuable position to help further strengthen the common bond between these 
groups.   
 

Concluding statement:  
The benefits to be gained by this partnership will be realized for years to come. The addition of mile marker signs 
will help finalize an exceptional community project. It will effectively strengthen the common bond between 
multiple entities. The partnership project will support the Corps recreation and environmental stewardship 
missions and will aid in Loyalhanna’s commitment to safety. The addition of proper signage and completion of 
the Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail will enhance our visitor’s overall experience. As a result, the Loyalhanna 
Creek Trail will serve as a model for future water trails across the nation. 
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Challenge Partnership Financial Work Sheet 
 
Corps Project Name: Loyalhanna Lake 
Work Project Title: Loyalhanna Creek Water Trail Signage 
POC Name: April Richards, Park Ranger 
Address: 440 Loyalhanna Dam Road City: Saltsburg State: PA Zip Code: 15681 
Telephone: 724 - 639 - 9013 x3 
Location of Project: Loyalhanna Lake 
 
Partner Organization 1: Loyalhanna Watershed Association 
POC Name: Susan Huba, Executive Director 
Address: 110 Andi Lane City: Ligonier State: PA Zip Code: 15658 
Telephone: 724 - 238 - 7560  
 
 

Partner Organization 2: Pennsylvania DCNR, Keystone State Park  
POC Name: Kris Baker, Superintendant 
Address: 1150 Keystone Park Road City: Derry State: PA Zip Code: 15627 
Telephone:  724 - 668 - 2485   
 
 

Partner Organization 3: Derry Area Revitalization Corporation 
POC Name:       
Address: 116 East First Ave City: Derry State: PA Zip Code: 15627 
Telephone: 724 - 689 - 7266 x       
 
 

Partner Organization 4: Boy Scouts of America, Troop 47 
POC Name: Kevin Brunner 
Address: Calvary Church 125 Shaw Ave City: Turtle Creek State: PA Zip Code: 15145 
Telephone: 412 -287 - 5970 x       
 
 

Partner Organization 5:       
POC Name:       
Address:       City:       State:    Zip Code:       
Telephone:       -     -      x       
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Double click on spreadsheet to access data entry fields and to enter Partner names: 
    
        

Local Corps 
Office

Handshake 
Funds

Partner 1 Partner 2 Partner 3 Partner 4

Salaries $1,000 N/A $500 $500 $0 $0
Travel $0 N/A $500 $0 $0 $0
Materials and Supplies $0 $5,008 $500 $0 $0 $0
Equipment Use $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Funds Contributed N/A N/A $0 $0 $0 $0
Personal Property N/A N/A $0 $500 $0 $0
Volunteer N/A N/A $0 $0 $750 $2,500
In-Kind Services N/A N/A $0 $0 $0 $0
Other (explain below) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $1,000 $5,008 $1,500 $1,000 $750 $2,500
Share of Total Cost  8.5% 42.6% 12.8% 8.5% 6.4% 21.3%

Partner 5 Partner 6 Partner 7 Partner 8 Partner 9 Partner 10
Salaries $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Travel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Materials and Supplies $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Equipment Use $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Funds Contributed $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Personal Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Volunteer $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
In-Kind Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Other (explain below) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Share of Total Cost  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0

Partner 11 Partner 12 Partner 13 Partner 14 Partner 15 Total
Salaries $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,000
Travel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $500

Materials and Supplies $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,508
Equipment Use $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Funds Contributed $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Personal Property $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $500
Volunteer $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,250
In-Kind Services $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Other (explain below) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $11,758
Share of Total Cost  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100%  

Explanations: Loyalhanna Lake expects to spend 40 hours working on the project. The handshake agreement 
would cover the cost to purchase the signs from Unicor for $5008. The LWA is planning on spending 25 hours 
installing a number of signs, which would include travel and they are supplying the hardware. Keystone is willing 
to provide canoes for the BSA to utilize during installation, worth $500.  We are estimating that the BSA will 
have 100 hours of volunteer work for installing signs either by boat or by foot. 
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